
The Calmo
Collection



Fredericia is a family-owned design company established in 1911.

We are co-founders of Danish Modern design.

We believe in high quality, honest materials and human empathy.

Our passion is to create modern originals rooted in our

heritage and relevant to a global audience.

Authentic, purposeful, relevant designs.

Crafted to last.
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The Overview
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Portuguese-born, London-based designer Hugo Passos designs everyday objects 

that are familiar and enjoyable, both in form and use. Passos’ work is inspired 

by his ongoing interest in the human scale of everyday objects. Along with his 

commitment to the idea that his designs must serve a purpose and do what they 

are intended to do.

—

Collections for Fredericia 

Piloti Table, Calmo Sofa

Hugo Passos
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The look is simple and serene, with straight lines 

converging with discrete, curved details in an 

understated expression of elegance – designed to 

exude a sense of tranquility.

 

Calmo echoes our heritage of sofa expertise in a 

fresh typology, from Portuguese designer Hugo 

Passos. A firm believer that “designs must serve their 

purpose and, more than anything, they should bring 

you pleasure.” The outcome is an archetypal sofa 

that embraces our rational approach to forms that 

follow function – balanced by subtle styling that 

gives the series even more international appeal.

                                                                  

Referencing our legacy of sofa design, the well-

conceived construction of Calmo reflects our 

decades of knowledge, ensuring the utmost comfort 

for decades to come. In fact, the seating comfort 

of Calmo has undergone a thorough analysis, 

incorporating the most modern ways people use 

sofas today. The depth of the seat is calibrated to 

make the sofa conducive for working on a laptop as 

well as socialising, with enough space to provide 

a comfortable, soothing experience. At the same 

time, the sofa offers enough support for a seated 

conversation, reclining and relaxing.

 

Calmo is impeccably crafted in line with our sofa 

philosophy, where the frame features tight 

up- holstery, while the loose filling cushions 

add contrast and a casual feel to the formality 

of the sofa. From a practical perspective, when 

upholstered in fabric, the cushions have textile on 

both sides. Adding to the longevity of the look, 

the cushions can be flipped over for a more even 

patina over time.

 

Available in an array of sizes and variants, intrinsic 

to the Calmo concept is the choice of a chaise 

longue to incorporate at either end. A comfy chair 

or ottoman or both, to create a more expansive sofa 

setting. All kinds of components that you can easily 

configure together. In keeping with Calmo’s casual 

yet contemporary, quiet demeanor.

Calmo Series 
by Hugo Passos

PRODUCT NAME by Designer Name, upholstered in xxxxxxxx

PRODUCT NAME by Designer Name, upholstered in xxxxxxxx

CALMO SOFA by Hugo Passos with black metal base, upholstered in Ruskin 10

PILOTI TABLE by Hugo Passos in black lacquered oak
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CALMO SOFA by Hugo Passos with black metal base, upholstered in Ruskin 10

THE SPANISH CHAIR by Børge Mogensen in smoked oak and black saddle leather 

TABLEAU COFFEE TABLE by Space Copenhagen

MAGAZINE TABLE by Jens Risom in black lacquered oak
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CALMO SOFA by Hugo Passos with black metal base, 

upholstered in Ruskin 10

—

The most notable feature of Calmo is the graceful curve of the arms. 

Look closer and you’ll see a continuous seam running from the front 

of the sofa to the back of the arm. A detail intuitively designed to 

virtually disappear.
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CALMO 3-SEATER CHAISE 95 SOFA by Hugo Passos with black metal base, upholstered in Sunniva 717

TABLEAU TABLE by Space Copenhagen in black lacquered oak
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LEFT

CALMO SOFA by Hugo Passos with smoked oak wood base, upholstered in Ruskin 33

PILOTI TABLE by Hugo Passos in smoked oak

CALMO LOUNGE CHAIR by Hugo Passos with black metal base, upholstered in Fiord 391
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CALMO SOFA by Hugo Passos 

PON TABLE by Jasper Morrison

HUNTING CHAIR by Børge Mogensen
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CALMO 2-SEATER 95 SOFA by Hugo Passos with wood base, upholstered in leather

PILOTI STONE TABLE by Hugo Passos
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Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

5523 - Wood base

5623 - Metal base 

Sofa

L: 250 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

77 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of steel enforced hardwood. 

Seat undercarriage has nozag springs. 

Inner frame upholstered with CMHR or 

HR foam. The seat and back cushions 

have a foam core which is wrapped 

in a sectional inner cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The sofa is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian back-

ing. Seat and back cushion covers can 

be removed for cleaning. Other parts 

of the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013

5525 - Wood base

5625 - Metal base 

Chaise Sofa

L: 250 cm, D: 155,5 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

93 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner frame 

of steel enforced hardwood. Seat under-

carriage has nozag springs. Inner frame 

upholstered with CMHR or HR foam. 

The seat and back cushions have a foam 

core which is wrapped in a sectional 

inner cover containing a mix of feather 

and foam granulate. The sofa is available 

with upholstery in fabric or leather. When 

upholstered in fabric, the seat and back 

cushions are covered with fabric on both 

sides. Leather cushions have hessian 

backing. The sofa is prepared with metal 

threads for mounting of the ottoman on 

both left and right hand side. The place-

ment of the ottoman can be changed on 

the spot using a standard key.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013

5522 - Wood base

5622 - Metal base 

Sofa

L: 170 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

58 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of steel enforced hardwood. 

Seat undercarriage has nozag springs. 

Inner frame upholstered with CMHR or 

HR foam. The seat and back cushions 

have a foam core which is wrapped 

in a sectional inner cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The sofa is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian back-

ing. Seat and back cushion covers can 

be removed for cleaning. Other parts 

of the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013

Calmo Sofas  -  80  cm  cu shions

By Hugo Passos, 2019 

Calmo Sofas  -  95  cm cushions

By Hugo Passos, 2019 
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Category 

Measurement 
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Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

5553 - Wood base

5653 - Metal base 

Sofa

L: 295 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

86 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of steel enforced hardwood. 

Seat undercarriage has nozag springs. 

Inner frame upholstered with CMHR or 

HR foam. The seat and back cushions 

have a foam core which is wrapped 

in a sectional inner cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The sofa is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian back-

ing. Seat and back cushion covers can 

be removed for cleaning. Other parts 

of the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013

5555 - Wood base

5655 - Metal base 

Chaise Sofa

L: 295 cm, D: 155,5 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

105 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner frame 

of steel enforced hardwood. Seat under-

carriage has nozag springs. Inner frame 

upholstered with CMHR or HR foam. 

The seat and back cushions have a foam 

core which is wrapped cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The sofa is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian backing. 

The sofa is prepared with metal threads 

for mounting of the ottoman on both left 

and right hand side. The placement of 

the ottoman can be changed on the spot 

using a standard key.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013
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Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

5552 - Wood base

5652 - Metal base 

Sofa

L: 200 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

64 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of steel enforced hardwood. 

Seat undercarriage has nozag springs. 

Inner frame upholstered with CMHR or 

HR foam. The seat and back cushions 

have a foam core which is wrapped 

in a sectional inner cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The sofa is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian back-

ing. Seat and back cushion covers can 

be removed for cleaning. Other parts 

of the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013
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Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

Test 

Model 

Category 

Measurement 

Weight 

Materials 

Colours 

Accessories 

5520 - Wood base

5620 - Metal base 

Ottoman

W: 80 cm, D: 65 cm, H: 41 cm

15,5 kg 

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of hardwood. Inner frame up-

holstered with CMHR or HR foam. The 

top cushion has a CMHR or HR foam 

core which is wrapped in a sectional 

inner cover containing a mix of feather 

and foam granulate. The ottoman is 

available with upholstery in fabric or 

leather. When upholstered in fabric, 

the top cushion is covered with fabric 

on both sides. Leather cushions have 

hessian backing. Cushion cover can be 

removed for cleaning. Other parts of 

the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

5521 - Wood base

5621 - Metal base

 

Lounge Chair

W: 90 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

44 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel attached 

with metal screws to the frame. Inner 

frame of hardwood. Seat undercarriage 

has nozag springs. Inner frame uphol-

stered with CMHR or HR foam. The seat 

and back cushions have a foam core 

which is wrapped in a cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The chair is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian backing. 

Seat and back cushion covers can be 

removed for cleaning. Other parts of the 

upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

EN 1022:2005, EN 16139:2013
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Calmo Ottoman - 80 cm cushion

By Hugo Passos, 2019

Calmo Ottoman - 95 cm cushion

By Hugo Passos, 2019

Calmo Chair - 80 cm cushion

By Hugo Passos, 2019

Calmo Chair  -  95  cm cushion

By Hugo Passos, 2019
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5550 - Wood base

5650 - Metal base 

Ottoman

W: 95 cm, D: 65 cm, H: 41 cm

18 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel. Inner 

frame of hardwood. Inner frame up-

holstered with CMHR or HR foam. The 

top cushion has a CMHR or HR foam 

core which is wrapped in a sectional 

inner cover containing a mix of feather 

and foam granulate. The ottoman is 

available with upholstery in fabric or 

leather. When upholstered in fabric, 

the top cushion is covered with fabric 

on both sides. Leather cushions have 

hessian backing. Cushion cover can be 

removed for cleaning. Other parts of 

the upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

5551 - Wood base

5651 - Metal base

 

Lounge Chair

W: 105 cm, D: 90 cm, 

H: 75,5 cm, SH: 41 cm

42 kg

Legs of solid wood or steel attached 

with metal screws to the frame. Inner 

frame of hardwood. Seat undercarriage 

has nozag springs. Inner frame uphol-

stered with CMHR or HR foam. The seat 

and back cushions have a foam core 

which is wrapped in a cover containing 

a mix of feather and foam granulate. 

The chair is available with upholstery 

in fabric or leather. When upholstered 

in fabric, the seat and back cushions 

are covered with fabric on both sides. 

Leather cushions have hessian backing. 

Seat and back cushion covers can be 

removed for cleaning. Other parts of the 

upholstery is not removable.

Wood base: Oak lacquered, 

Smoked oak stained 

Metal base: Black, Matt chrome

Upholstery: Leather or fabric 

according to current price list. 

COM fabrics upon factory approval.

Set of 3 cushions (P5522)

EN 1022:2005 , EN 16139:2013
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Contact

Fredericia Furniture A/S

Treldevej 183 

7000 Fredericia

www.fredericia.com

info@fredericia.com 

+45 7592 3344 

—

Copenhagen Showroom

Løvstræde 1, 4th & 5th floor

1152 Copenhagen

Opening hours:

Monday - Friday: 10.00 - 16.00

London Showroom

1 Dufferin Street 

London EC1Y 8NA

Opening hours:

By appointment only

Follow us
@fredericiafurniture

#fredericiafurniture

#modernoriginals

#craftedtolast



Frederic ia .com


